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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Juan Eduardo Tamayo Torres has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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expresidiario
Expresidiario is a person who has already served his sentence in accordance with the law for which he was released,
with respect to a sentence issued by a criminal judge, he is also called ex-convict or released. 

frazadas
blankets is incorrectly written and it should be written as "blankie" still its meaning:<br>In Mexico the term is used to
express a cloth not so large as to wrap a baby, " cover with blanket " or also to say: " put the blanket the child " although
it could be used to refer to an outfit to meet the cold that really is its purpose.

lóbrigo
The word lobrigo or lobrigo, means that a land is enmontado, with plenty of grass, example your terrain this lobrigo.
grammatically the or is a strong sound. Then you must not emphasize is. Lobrigo would be the right thing

megadiverso
Mega means large and diverse signigca a variety, in short is a very varied of things, objects or animals, universe. etc.
etc.

sanciones pecuniarias
It consists in imposing an economic penalty on a citizen for doing something improper or for not complying with an order
of any authority.

soñar con limpiar frijol
Does not exist, a specific form to give interpretation or meaning to a dream, as dream of lice (lawsuits and poverty),
someone to dream that you die (long life), etc..., there are books that give you some guidelines, but depend on for
everyone, as it believes, by the books that I have read, (don't remember the author) dream clean "something" would be
like shake or remove a problem.

super mercado
Popularly referred to a supermarket just as Super, where sales to wholesale or retail in various lines, grocery, white line
items are electric among others many.


